Non Destructive Testing Image Management Solutions

Carestream NDT’s Archive has multiple layers of security and redundancy design to ensure your investment is protected. Data access can be granted or restricted on an individual basis, based on assigned permissions. Or, it can be anonymized and shared throughout the enterprise. Centralized user management leverages SSL communication encryption or data encryption at the modality, site, or pixel level to comply with privacy and legal requirements. High-availability design includes Smart Synchronization to optimize usage across the network, as well as replication/fail to a secondary location for disaster recovery. Proactive monitoring and reports give administrators full management and control of the archive.

PROTECTING YOUR MOST VALUABLE ASSET

Carestream NDT Data Archiving Solutions keep your data where it belongs; securely archived yet easily accessible to approved users anywhere in the world.

Our Archiving Solutions operate using the industry accepted DICONDE protocol, allowing users to store, search, share and retrieve images meeting this protocol by other manufactures.

- DICOM/DICONDE archive connectivity using SCU/SCP protocol allows easy management of images devices using similar systems
- Third-party compatible connection allows Carestream products to be connected to existing DICONDE archives
- Store, Query, and Retrieve capabilities based on DICONDE-defined searchable fields
- Image View filtering to simplify search results for faster access to images
- Multi-user connectivity allows users to evaluate and report on images at locations around the globe
- Common platform can be installed at several locations to allow for image sharing and management
- Monitors access and security threats and meets rigorous privacy regulations with multi-tier encryption and security measures
- Archive operates directly integrated with Carestream’s INDUSTREX imaging software for simple usability
- Available configurations:  
  - Software Only
  - Software & Hardware (single site)
  - Software & hardware (with off site backup)
- Upgradeable storage size for future expansion
- Installation and training by Carestream technicians is all included in the package price
- Primary and redundant hardware installations possible for disaster recovery
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Carestream Image Management Solutions - Cost Effective Data Storage and Security

No matter the size of your business, the management of image data is an important investment. As our industry moves towards digital imaging, customers are quickly learning the benefits associated with secure storage, redundant file backup for long term protection of data, ease of access with centrally located files, fast recovery of files stored in a database, and improved analysis and documentation.

There are also cost savings in time, efficiency and information storage for easy access, especially in the case of an emergency.

GLOBAL VIEWING. FLEXIBLE NETWORKING. POWERFUL STORAGE.

Carestream Image Management Solutions have been designed to operate easily behind our INDUSTREX imaging software. All the ease of use you are used to with INDUSTREX coupled to a powerful storage system for long-term safety and security of every image. We can help you store an image for a few hours or for 50 years. Contact your local Carestream representative for more information.